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Learner Resource 9 Back-channelling

First, try the group activity below:

Back-channelling and feedback class exercise
Set up: Groups of 4+

Roles: One speaker/One observer/Two or more as audience.

Method: Hand out the roles as above. Speak separately to the observer about their role.

The speaker must speak freely on the given topic for 1–2 minutes.

The observer must watch the audience and make a note of everything they do which shows they are listening to the speaker.

It is vital that the audience do not know what the observer is doing: this will then allow them to respond naturally, and, 
hopefully, give lots of uninhibited feedback as they listen.

Next, try to identify and discuss the ways in which the speakers co-operate with one another here to make the programme 
entertaining for the audience.

Never Mind the Buzzcocks:

(Transcript runs from 2:41 to 3:26 on the video clip)

Present: Simon Amstell (host); Bill Bailey (team captain); Phil Jupitus (team captain); Joel Pott (guest, Bill’s team); Kimberly 
Stewart (guest, Bill’s team); Lethal Bizzle (guest, Phil’s team); Jessica Hynes (guest, Phil’s team)

Simon Amstell So that was Kate Nash with Foundations (0.5) but what have we pixel[ated]

Bill Bailey [so::] this [is] 

Kimberly Stewart [mmm]

Bill Bailey uh (.) Kate [Nash]

Simon Amstell [Kate Nash]

Bill Bailey Of the ah (.)mock. mockney accent apparently

Simon Amstell yuh (.) [yuh]

Bill Bailey [n she] talks like that 

{laughter}

Joel Pott she actually she actually [does] 

Bill Bailey [she talk] like that (.) yeah

Joel Pott she does (.) [yeah]

Simon Amstell [you’ve met] her 

Joel Pott I have I have (.) yeah (1) she asked for three moji’os 

{laughter}
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Bill Bailey [moji’os]

Joel Pott [she’s not] or (.) ormal 

{laughter}

Simon Amstell are we supposed to like Kate Nash (1) I haven’t done this show for so long I can’t remember who 
we’re sposed to hate {laughter} I like her (1) is she on Facebook

{laughter}

Bill Bailey [oh I’m sure {inaudible}]

Joel Pott [ah she must be]

Phil Jupitus let’s poke her and find out

{laughter}

Bill Bailey [she’s on (.) er ooh all of those (.) my bibble and bobble and swizzle and [twaddle] 

Kimberly Stewart [fizzle an’]

Bill Bailey an’ bizzle (.) what are they called (.) [they er::]

Phil Jupitus [she’s been on bizzle]

{laughter}
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